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Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery 
Organisations take IT for granted - they expect confidential records to be safe and secure, 

accounts systems to be fully operational and expect documents and emails to be there when 

needed - but what would happen if they weren't? Our Back-up and Disaster Recovery products 

are designed to get an organisation up and running as quickly as possible in the event of an 

incident. 

The Issue 

A total building failure - fire, flood or 

explosion - is rare but sadly, a server failure 

can be all too common an occurrence. 

Traditional backup relies on copying data files 

to some form of removable media such as 

tapes - this puts the onus on individuals to 

make the backups. Even with a proper back-

up regime in place, recovering from server 

failure can take days – rebuilding a server, 

installing operating systems and applications, 

restoring file structures, communications links 

and data files – it all takes time, time most 

organisations cannot afford. 

Vault, Automated Back-up 

Vault is our automated back-up product. Vault 

customers are supplied with a Vault Storage 

device that can back-up multiple servers 

which can be any combination of physical or 

virtual machines. Software installed on the 

customer's servers automatically makes a 

complete initial image of the server, system 

and data: at predetermined time intervals, 

increments and changes are added to the 

image. Back-up time intervals can be as 

frequent as every 15 minutes to suit each 

situation. 

In the event of a server failure we will restore 

the system and data to a fully working server; 

this can generally be achieved within 24 

hours. To provide protection against building 

failure that results in loss of the Vault Storage 

device, the complete image can be regularly 

copied to another location either at a 

separate site or in one of our datacentres. 

Resurrection Server, High Availability 

Resurrection Server is our ultimate back-up 

and business continuity solution. A 

Resurrection Server is located on-site at the 

customer premises. A virtualised replica of 

each server whether it be virtual or physical is 

created and is updated as frequently as every 

15 minutes. In the event of any of the servers 

failing, the Resurrection Server can take over 

allowing the business to continue to operate. 

In the meantime, a new server or instance can 

be configured: once it's ready, it resumes the 

live role and the Resurrection Server reverts 

to its back-up function. 

In addition, the Resurrection Server can be 

further replicated to a second Resurrection 

Server at an alternative location or to one of 

our datacentres to ensure business continuity 

in the case of a building disaster.

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Postmaster, Email Archive and Retrieval 

Postmaster can be added to either our Vault 

or Resurrection Server solutions. Postmaster 

keeps an indexed archive of all email activity 

and gives customers the ability to find and 

retrieve individual emails and attachments or 

to recover entire mailboxes. Postmaster is 

useful to most customers but critical to 

organisations that have a legal obligation to 

maintain records, in particular legal, medical 

or financial organisations. 

Key Features 

 Secure automatic back-up 

 Image  and data backed up for easy 

restoration 

 On-site and off-site options for greater 

resilience 

 Resurrection  Server gives high availability 

 Helps meet stringent compliance 

standards 

 Minimised downtime 

 Granular mailbox retrieval 

 

 RESURRECTIONSERVER VAULT 

Location of Device On-site On-site 

Back-up method Automated Automated 

Back-up format High availability server Image and data only 

Failover Yes No 

Back-up multiple servers Yes Yes 

Server types backed up Physical and virtual Physical and virtual 

Scalable Yes Yes 

Off-site replication Optional Optional 

Granular mailbox recovery Optional Optional 

Typical recovery time Immediate 24 hours 
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